revolve around the earth was forced by the inquisition to recant ;which he did in order not
to be bU~~ ed at the stake. Spinoza would not dare print his theories about the existence
of millio! s of deities in the godhead- Pantheism- lest he be burned at the stake. Why then
were all the philosophers of the renaissance who preached heresy not burned at the stake
by the inquisition?

".
t

The cptswer is that the emperors of Europe abandoned the teachings of the Church. It
was a .c spiracy on their part to gradually lessen the influence of the church teachings in
order to realize their imperialistic goals. Beginning in 1500 and 1600 the European
countres began invading and conquering Africa the Indian sub Continent North and
South ~Imerica Australia the Philippines South Eastern Asia and parts of China. They
were ;engaged in the slave trade. As I will show later in this paper, eight European
cou~: ries with a combined population of no more than at the most of 400 million
conqfered territory of a combined population of two billion people. The European
pow 'rs massacred and made a holocaust of six million natives in North and South
Americ and killed hundreds of millions in all the other countries of their conquests.
They ~Old into slavery millions of Africans. Christianity no longer served their needs.
Christia :ity was too liberal and had a message of equality at least for those who accepted
its tene I,. that did not fit with the needs of the European imperialists. They then turned to
the phUosophers and historians and social scientist of the renaissance to tailor make a
PhilOSOBh.·y that would cast the Europeans as superior creatures as the real humans and all
the ratives who were conquered as inferior- not quite humans. Therefore it was
legitimate to kill them and certainly enslave them. The excuse used was to teach them
Europe n super knowledge that all the conquered and inferior natives never possessed.
I

I

Th is the real reason that the Church was stripped of its power. The same occurred
when artin Luther revolted against the Catholic Church. What ensued was the 30 year
War th~ ended giving each country the right to elect which form of Christianity it chose.
Again I~ if it was not for monarchs backing him, Luther would have been burned at the
stake. The same occurred in Great Britain when the Anglican Church broke away from
Rome. IThe same occurred in Switzerland with the Calvinists . The same occurred in the
Ame6cas and in Europe once there was put in effect a divorce between Church and
State. I~ Russia following the revolution the Church was outlawed. Communism replaced
Christianity. 25 million Russians who resisted were killed. Communist Maoism replaced
. Buddhism in China. 75 million Chinese who resisted were killed.
I

Some or many of the renaissance thinkers and certainly in the 19th and 20th century
the po~itical movements who are the offsprings of the renaissance, as well as , political
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revolutions caused by economic factors and the industrial revolution had a negative
impact fthe attitude toward Christianity. Democracy Socialism Fascism Communism
and Maoism replaced Christianity.
1'.1.

I

I

I am going to examine the impact of the decision of Constantine -the triumph of
Christianity on the Jew for the last 1700 years.

his is a historical study. I am not judging the truth of any religion. My
analysi is of human behavior of the Europeans over a period of 1700 years. I find a
diect correlation between their treatment or should we be more accurate
mistrea,ment and murder of the Jew and their mistreatment and murder of the non
Jew.
I

I

he thread that binds 1700 years of European misconduct is the superiority
feeling ·f Deutchland iber alles- Germany is superior to the whole world that echoes
the su I; never sets on Great Britain. The Europeans corrupted Christianity. They
used C ristianity to enslave people. They used it to blind people and put them in a
stupo Iso they could be exploited enslaved and murdered by the nobles and kings.
Christi :nity was used to keep Europeans for 1400 years in a dark age-ignorant and
unabl i to think. Anyone dissenting or using his own mind was sent to the stakes
and roasted alive.
I

I

I

Je~s

were blamed as a terrible influence that gave an example of independent
thinking different than the accepted religion and dictatorship of body and mind.
Jews~: ere forced to live in ghettos in the 1100's and 1200's. They were banished
from a'l of Western Europe by the end of the 1400's. However the non Jew being
endow ,d by G-d with a mind of his own challenged the establishment in the 1500's
by t~ Protestant uprising under Martin Luther. The Jews no longer existed in
Western Europe it was Judein rein -clean of Jews from the end of 1400's to the
middle of 1600's .The following countries were Juden rein - Great Britain France
Italy Spain Portugal. The Greek Orthodox Catholics expelled their Jews before the
Crusades in 1100's. However it was not the Jews or their influence but the minds
of intelligent humans who challenged the assertion of the Catholic Church that they
I
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were th~ only legitimate channel in the universe who knew what G-d wants. Jews
were not in existence in Western Europe when Luther challenged the hegemony and
I
monopoly of the Catholic Church.

~uther believed that he was as sacred as any of the Popes or his Bishops. He
believed he was equally suited to be G-d's instrument and know what G-d wants
by rea~ng the Bible himself. He did not need the Popes and his Bishops to tell him
the meaning of the New and certainly the Jewish Bible the Old Testament.

So beginning in 1519 Catholics murdered Protestants and Protestants
mur ,ered Catholics. The killing became a world war in 1618-1648. Millions of
Christmns killed each other. When it was over both sides agreed to let each nation
choose the form of Christianity it preferred.

I

us Europeans exploited Christianity and converted it as an excuse for
wholeSale murder. This was a repeat of the massacres of the Greek Orthodox of
Roman ~atholics in 1083 and the repayment by the Roman Catholics in 1204 in the
Fourt Crusade that killed hundreds of thousands of Greek Orthodox. This was
anoth Ir refrain in the symphony of massacres of the First Crusade in 1100 -1200
that as a genocide of the Albigensians in the South of France for daring to
challen e the wisdom of the Popes. More than a million people women children and
men rere slaughtered. 100,00 Jews were also murdered in all the Crusades in
urope before they fortunately were banished from Western Europe.
I

I

I

I

I

I

!

Al lithe killings were to instill fear and control the people and convert them to
robots, When anyone challenged their claim he was burned alive at the stake.
This is What happened to many dissenters who did not have kings protect them. If
I
on "was to challenge the church he had to have an army to back them up.

We will demonstrate that the European rulers first supported the
Protestants in order to have greater flexibility to engage in a mercantile economy.
The pfotestant religion however did not give them the license to kill and conquer
billio~s of Africans Asians and Indians. They then created the renaissance to
provide them with a new "religion" that vindicated their murder and conquest of
billions of Africans Asians and Indians. They wanted to be free from the restrictions
I
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of Christianity.

Challe~ging

So I rates was forced to drink the cup of hemlock -poison in ancient Greece for
the authority of the elders. This was a piece of cake compared to the
mass ,-llings of the Europeans for anyone daring to challenge their authority.

I

i

H :wever the Protestants had the kings supporting them, so they could fight
,
back.

H wever all the massacres and genocide of Christians by Christians occurred
with ' 0 Jews present. There were no Jews in 1204 when the Byzantines Greek
Ortho ox were massacred by their fellow Roman Catholics. There also were no
Jews arli und when the Catholics and Protestants killed each other. Western Europe
was Juden rein-free of Jews from 1518-1650.

i

i

This is a study that explores what happens when the USA form of liberty
and fre~dom is missing. What happens when the there is no divorce of Church and
State, What happens when there exists no freedom of speech and religion.
Euro~~ans corrupted Christianity. The USA blessed Christianity and gave it its
true : eaning for Christians. Anyone not a Christian is free to practice hislher
:
religion.
II

According to Christian

teachings Jesus was resurrected and came back
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to life aid went to heaven. However in the name of the crucifixion of Jesus for the past
2000 y 'ars. hundreds of millions of Jews and non Jews mostly Christians murdered by
other C ~. stians have been crucified - drowned -burned alive- gassed - shot and tortured
to dea h. The libel was created that all Jews in his generation, as well as all future
generati ns were responsible for the crucifixion of Jesus, although he came back to life.
Ho : ever none of the hundreds of millions of Jews and not Jews killed - mostly
Christif's killed by other Christians - crucified burned alive drowned strangled shot or
gassed by other Christians ever came back.
I

It is a fact that Jesus was crucified, not by the Jews but by the Romans. The Jews

were ~owerless and under the domination of Rome. The Romans put Jesus to death
becausbI they were afraid he would incite a rebellion, The Romans likewise crucified
Peter an~ his wife in Rome at the spot that the Cathedral of St. Peter at the Vatican stands
. The Romans decapitated St. Paul. Jesus like other Jewish men in his era -years before
J esus an~ years later who claimed that they were the Messiah were likewise executed by
Rome .. ~ 00 years after Jesus there arose an other Jew by the name of Bar Kochbo who
claim (1 that he was the Messiah. He succeeded in overthrowing the Romans and was
cro I ed as King of the Jews. His kingdom lasted for three years. His army were
overpo 'ered by the Romans. He was killed and thousands of his men who were captured
were all crucified. Several hundred years before Jesus there existed a man in Rome who
claime he was the Messiah. He attracted followers and preached a faith that employed
the Jewish Bible. The Romans also crucified him. See Otzer
Havek chim Polemics and Disputations [in Hebrew] by J.D. Eisenstein This book
summa1zes many debates the rabbis were force~ to engage with the church fathers over
I.
many generations.
I

!

I

I

Let us go fast forward in our time machine to other instances of false Messiahs in
Jewish history. .
: wing the pogroms by the Cossacks under Chmielnicki in 1648-1649 who killed
1 0,000 Jews raped all Jewish women single and married, and wiped out 300
commu ities, a false Messiah appeared by the name of Shabse Tzvi in Turkey in 1648.
He was I charismatic leader who threw everyone into a spell with his Messianic appeal.
Altho· gh he was ex communicated by almost all rabbis he managed to attract tens of
tho ~ands of followers who showered him with money and allegiance. They were
prepare' to follow him to the Holy Land. Berel We in in Triumph of Survival pages 2127 stat~s that Shabse Tzvi announced plans to march on Jerusalem and free the city and
the holy land from the Turks.. When word reached the Sultan he gave Shabse Tzvi an
ultimatum to convert to Islam or be killed. Shabsei Tzvi together with thousands of his
followers converted. This charade ended in 1670.
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I

I ,0 years years later in 1755 in Poland there was an other man by the name of
Jacob rank who gathered the remnants of the followers of Shabsi Tzvi and likewise
clai. ed he was the Messiah. He was forced by Catholic authorities to convert to
Catholi ·sm or else face execution. Even his Christian sponsors soon tired from him and
realized e was a fraud .. He was arrested imprisoned and released in 1772 .. He continued
to pro :agate his Messianic nonsense until I 791. when he died. He and his followers
conve ed. By 1791 his charade ended. See Berel Wein Triumph of Survival pages 3536. T IUS these false Messiahs tried to administer a quickie solution to the exile of the
Jews in the diaspora. They brought grief and greater suffering and the loss of thousands
of Jews who converted to Islam or Christianity.
I

I

I

I

The wise Jews counted their losses and employed pragmatic solutions to combat
Anti-Septitism and realize our aspirations in creating a Jewish Israel. The disciple of the
Vilna 9ban and other Misnagdim and the Bal Hatanye and other Chasidim in the 1700
's moved to Israel to begin settlements and increase the Jewish presence in Eretz Yisroel .
In the 880 and 1890 following the Russian pogroms and the Anti-Semitism in Europe
m~ss aliya -immigration ensued to Israel and many cities were built- the new
neighbo~hoods outside the Old City of Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Haifa and many other cities
in modeb Israel. Following the Balfour Declaration and the proclamation by the League
of Nations in 1920 Jewish immigration increased geometrically. Following the
proclaciation of The State of Israel in 1947 the expulsion of all Sefardic Jews who lived
in the Arab countries for over 2500 years -by the Arabs; immigration of European Jews
and RuJsian Jews Israel today has the largest concentration of Jews in the world close to
I
7 million Jews.

i
I

1

i

L~t

us go back in time to the Romans.
The Romans used this form of execution
was strufdard Roman punishment to subdue rebellions. Not only Romans but many other
ancien~ civilizations employed crucifixion as a form of execution. The only people who
did not employ crucifixion were the Jews.
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Thb nation who loses the war is then cast into the role of a scape goat. The
citizens!bfthe defeated nation carry a curse that also applies to all their descendants
to perp~tuity. The citizens of the losing nation enjoy no civil rights nor liberties. They
can be enslaved or used as gladiators as entertainment for the victorious nation. Some
victorip.~us nations permitted the defeated nation to have some of the defeated citizens
convT to their religion and then change their status. Others were sold into slavery.
Thus wHen Rome defeated Carthage approximately in 200 BCE millions of citizens of
Carth~ge were killed -every man woman and child. Over one million citizens of
Cartag9 were sold into slavery. Jews purchased them and freed them. In appreciation
they converted to Judaism. See A Social and religious History of the Jews by Baron
profesJor of history at Columbia University and his volume published by Columbia
I
u.
.
i
nlverslty.
I
I

is is what happened to the Jews and the perpetuation and exploitation of their
status for 2000 years by the Christian countries where they lived. Rome crucified or
ensla d or used as gladiators one million Jewish soldiers that it captured after the
revolt i 170 AD and 60 years later the revolt of Bar Kochbah. Both revolt were crushed
and 0 emillion Jews were either killed or enslaved or used as gladiators .. The first
revoltccurred in 70 AD .. In the first revolt against Rome the Rabbis were opposed
to figh ing the Romans. In the second revolt all the Rabbis other than Rav Akiva were
oppos d, Rav Akiva embraced Bar Kochbah when he succeeded to overpower the
Ro ns. He thought that Bar Kochbah could be the Messiah. However when Bar
Koc !bah was defeated everyone realized that he was not the not the Messiah. The
Messi' h must succeed. The Zealots refused to listen to the Rabbis and this was the
reason for the destruction of the Temple and the dispersion of the Jews from Israel by
Rome. ,owever Jews always remained in Israel. and Jerusalem for the last 2000 years .
See Ca sar and Christ by Will Durant pages 542-549; Babylonian Talmud Giten 55a58b; bm text to Tradition - A history of Second Temple & Rabbinical Judaism and
Reclaiming the Dead Sea Scrolls by Lawrence H. Shiffman.
I

1

I

I

I

I

JEWS WERE DISPERSED FROM ISRAEL BECAUSE THEY WERE
S~"']i ID THEY TOOK ON Rome. -THE MIGHTIEST COUNTRY IN THE
WOIffiD.
THEY SHOULD HAVE BENT THEIR HEADS AND ACCEPTED
THE TERMS OF ROME. THIS IS THE MEANING·THAT JEWS WERE
EXIUED BECAUSE OF SINOT CHINOM. BLIND HATRED. THIS MEAN S
BLIND STUPIDITY- NOT ACTING RATIONALLY.
I
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THEY WERE NOT EXILED NOR WAS THE TEMPLE DESTROYED
BECAUSE THEY REFUSED TO ACCEPT JESUS.
I
I

I

Jud ism respects Christianity as practiced by Christians for the last 1700 years since
Consta .tine in 325 selected the Pauline version. We respect the one billion Christians.
adaptation and another spin -of the curse upon the Jews that they are eternally
punishe as the wandering Jew for killing Christ and failing to accept Jesus was used for
the last 1700 years as a license for the enslavement and murder of hundreds of millions
of non Jews. Double or triple the number of humans have been killed in wars in the
last 20 0 years by Christians than were murdered in wars in the previous 3000 years of
recorded history.
I

I

~ spin of the curse was adapted to enslave humans born with black skin even in
these frde USA. It took another 100 years until 1862 that the Negroes were emancipated.
And an other 100 years until blacks gained equal rights in 1960s .

A spin of the curse was adapted to create different castes of individuals in
India. among the Hindus.
Thus the curse adapted against the Jews has a history of thousands of years before
Jesus an~ has been conveniently used by different religions and civilizations at all times
to en~lave and murder other human beings. Religion was exploited as an excuse to
cotnrrlit heinous crimes The feudal lords enslaved their surfs The European kings
used tHe theory of Divine rights to subjugate their citizens. If kings no longer were the
sons of god like Pharaoh in the Bible and Alexander- who believed that he was the son
of Amon the Egyptian god- then the Church conspired with Caesar and granted the kings
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divine right to enslave and murder their subjects at every whim. The American and
French 1volutions were the culmination of the renaissance of the 1600s that challenged
the abuse of divine rights of the kings. Thomas Pain's "Common Sense" is a primer of
!
such sentiment employed in both revolutions.
,

I;>uring the 16th to the 19th Century the Europeans the British French Spanish
Portuguese and Germans used a variation of this curse as justification to murder and
conquer he blacks in Africa; the Asians in India and Pakistan and the native Indians in
North a :d South America and the natives in Australia and New Zealand. Millions were
mur 'ered in cold blood all in the name of Christianity or to bring civilization and
enlight nment to the stupid ignorant and unlettered natives. All murders were made in
order t9·save the natives' souls. Essentially, these campaigns were an extension of the
Spanish and Portuguese inquisition clothed in refined and noble language suited for the
era and itime frame of the campaign. In the 20th Century the blatant anti Semitism was
robed irl the garments of pity for the Arabs in order to uproot a Jewish presence in Ertz
Yisroel as a Jewish country ..
I
I

I

Cbnstantine the Roman emperor in 325 AD elected. the Trinitarian concept of
Christiknity preached by Paul rather than the Aryan creed or the creed adopted by
James t, e brother of Jesus and other Jewish Christians in the early years of Christianity.
Thes 'Jewish Christians accepted Jesus as a great Teacher but not as a deity. They
realize that he failed to emancipate the Jews from Rome and therefore was not the
Messia Only the person who will emancipate the Jews from foreign domination and in
gathe ithem to Israel is the Messiah-according to Judaism. Constantine accepted the
Trinitarian creed that he helped formulate and tailor for his needs.
I

I

I

e Dead Sea Scrolls found in a cave in the Judea desert in 1947 that were
scienti cally dated to have been written at the time of Jesus do not substantiate any of
the posi .·ons ;not the position of the Jewish Christians nor of the Trinitarian Christians.
They ~scuss the Messiah in very vague and symbolic terms. No place is it mentioned
that G..:d has a son and a trinity exists. Likewise the ten commandments that all Jews
MosIe :s and Christians accept as the word of G-d revealed at Mount Sinai 3400 years
ago in' ont of millions of Jews and non Jews does not mention a word that G-D has a
son and together govern the universe.
I

Certainly G-D exist eternally. He created the world-this is a central and cardinal
belief Judaism .. According to Christianity the belief in Jesus being the son of G-d
and being G-d himself is critical to salvation. No man can be saved unless he shares such
a belief. Why in the entire Jewish Bible called by Christians -the old Testament- is

ib
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this concept not explicitly declared?

Fulennore, the Talmud recorded on manuscripts since the Jewish exodus from
Egypt 1td their wandering in the desert for 40 years - that reveal Jewish practice [see
Rashi "Meglot nistorim "on Talmud Bava Metzia 92a] there exists not one word of
such a concept being mandatory for salvation .. On the contrary such a concept is
eXPIiCitir forbidden. A Jew must choose martyrdom rather than accept such a doctrine.
The wfs of the Maccabees against the Hellenist and Greeks were fought because the
Hellenists wanted to introduce Greek worship that claimed that Zus-the father [or
Jupitorl-the father god in Roman belief or Bal the father god according to the ancient
Phoehician belief] had a son or many sons and daughters who govern the universe
togethe~ with Zus or Jupitor or Baal . See From Text to Tradition a History of Second
Terrlple & Rabbinical Judaism by Lawrence H. Schiffman page 76, 70-71. ; The
Apoc pha Seforim Hachitzonim-[Hebrew] by A. Cahana-Books ofHashmenoim.
I

, ee The Age of Faith by Thomas Paine; Caesar and Christ pages 554-555; Our
Orient ,I Heritage; Greece and The Age of Faith by Will Durant who discusses the
religion of ancient Egypt Greece Rome China India and Japan. ; Miracles of the Gods
by Eric Von Daniken pages 54-55, 98-106. The Deists and other renaissance thinkers
believe. that the Christians borrowed from the other mystery faiths especially from the
Greeks d Romans. The Greeks ,in tum, had borrowed from the Phoenicians Hindus
Egypti 's Romans and Persians. The continuous trade between East and West -Greece
and Eur :pe enabled not only an exchange of science, mathematics linguistics the art of
writing but also philosophy and religious and mystical concepts. The Phoenicians were
the mid' lemen who transported not only worldly goods but also spiritual concepts from
East ~o West and West to East from 1800 BCE . All of these ancient religions
believe that the father god has a son or many sons and daughters . These children are
born fro other goddesses or else their god impregnated a human virgin who gives birth
aculate conception. Some of them have three wise men who predict the birth
in an i
of the g : d-man . The birth takes place in a stable. All of these religions believe that the
son pr: aches to mankind to reform them. The son antagonizes those corrupt officials
who are in power. The son is tried and the son is crucified. In all instances the son is
resurredted and joins the father in heaven in a trinity or in an expanded godhead. In the
Egyptiarl model the resurrected god was killed by an other jealous god. He is resurrected
by a goadess who is also his wife. This goddess is considered by Egyptians as the great
mother. She is the symbol of fertility. She gave birth to the sun and moon who were
worshiped by the ancient Egyptians and Romans Greeks as well as the Babylonians.
I

I

I

I

I

I
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The tasJof the resurrected Egyptian god is to detennine which deceased humans will go
to heaven after first atoning for their sins in purgatory.
It is of interest to note that today one billion Hindus one billion Buddhist one
billion Muslims millions of Zoroastrians millions or a billion secularists do not accept
Christi~ity. Thus it is not only the Jews who do not accept Christianity. The Christian
mission' .es hardly have any success among Hindus Muslims and Buddhists and Jews.

cruci
represe
eating t
Greeks

The Greek myth believers have a ritual where they can commune with the
ed man-god. This ritual consists of drinking wine and eating wafers. The wine
.ts the blood of the man-god and the wafers his body. By drinking the wine and
~ wafers the believer achieves union with the man -god who was crucified. The
ecited a verse three times that stated that the wine is to symbolize the blood and
the wafer the body of their deity.

I

This ritual is similar to the Communion Sacrament found in Christian ritual.

Ekc Von Daniken in Miracles of the Gods cites many passages from the New
Test I ent that are similar to the sacred writings of all the above mentioned mystery
religions.
As I
what
nor tha
the clai
else the

entioned earlier I am not jUdging the truth of religions; but merely recording
len believe in. I am not suggesting that Christianity borrowed from any religion
any religion borrowed from others. I respect the claim of Christians and also
of other religions that their religion is Divine and all its rituals are Revealed ;or
hurch the Mosque or the Hindu and Buddhist Temple are empowered to state
what is
G-d's- Truth.

I

t

The Roman emperors for their own reasons elected the Trinitarian creed because
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it serveo their purposes. When other emperors found that Christianity no longer served
their pu~ose they abandoned Christianity . This is what happened in the past 200 years.
I

Chrfstians who claim that they accept the Old Testament and supplement it with the
New 'Uestament are simply not aware that the Old Testament without the Talmud is a
vague I~ocument open to one million interpretations. Not a single sentence in the Old
testament is not obscure. The Oral Law that interpret the Written Torah -the Jewish
Bible- Jere recorded on manuscripts for 40 years in the desert when the Jews left Egypt
at the efodus . They were always studied and delivered orally in lectures in the different
academ~es that existed for a period of 1100 years. That is why these laws are called the
Oral aws. 200 hundred years before the common era -the Mishna and 400 years
after e common era the Gemorah - were edited and reduced as the books of the
Talmu The Talmud explicitly labels any belief system that employs the concept that
G-d as a son or many sons and daughters who govern the universe in a unity in the
godhea~ as forbidden and a violation of the pure unity of G-d. Such a belief is similar
andi an other version of the ancient mysteries believed by the ancient Egyptians
Phoenicians Buddhist Greeks and Romans. This is the verdict of over one billion
Muslim .. This is the verdict of the Koran. This is the verdict of all other Christians who
did not hor do they today accept the Trinitarian Doctrine. This was the central theme in
the bvince Codes. This was recently revealed that in Jerusalem Israel a tomb was
discove d with a buriel vault that had the inscriptions of Jesus son of Joseph his mother
Ma his wife Mary Megdelana and his son Judah. This is the position of all the
versi ns of the New Testament written by the family of Jesus and the early Jewish
Chri .ians. Their manuscripts have been recovered from the geniza in Cairo Egypt.
I

•

!

I

Judaism respects Christianity . We respect the 2000 year Christian tradition. We
respectjthe one billion Christians. We are eternally grateful to the great Church fathers
beginnmg with Paul who in the most stringent terms forbade the killing of Jews.. The
Roman~ were the most blood thirsty beasts. Julius Caesar in order to quell a rebellion
in G~ul- France murdered half a million men women and children. Thanks to the
Chrishan Church in most instances the Jews survived because the basic creed of the
ChurcH following the orders of Paul was that Jews must not be killed. Yes, there exists
many inti Semitic passages in the New Testament. The most anti Semitic is the blood
libel tIiat Jews killed Christ. However it is Divine Providence that the Jew survived
although he was treated worse than animals .
Yes !millions of Jews were killed by Christians. Jews during the Crusades in many
communities in France and Germany from 1000-1300 were given the choice of baptism
or death. The same occurred during the period of 1390-1460 in Austria and again in
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Polan and Russia in 1648-1650 . Again the same occurred in Russia in 1880-1890.
And th greatest killing field was in Europe in 1940-1945 when six million Jews were
killed.
The emperors and rulers who needed the Jews' money or skills -financial
kno edge or needed them as physicians or their connections with the Muslims to
conduct ~rade and commerce - were responsible for the survival of the Jews for the last
2000 years. From the pronouncement of Pope Gregory in 591 forbidding forced
convers~bns of the Jews to the decree of Pope Innocent 111 at the fourth Lateran Council
in 121~ instituting the yellow badge that Jews were forced to wear, the Jews lived in
comparative freedom and moderate prosperity. The reason was because the Jews
possessrd mercantile skills and they were desperately needed to build up and sustain the
economy of the European countries where they lived. Over the protests of the Church,
s did not obey the edicts and legislation inspired by the Church against the Jews.
the rule!l
Even if ey were banished they soon were re invited and apologies were offered to them
why ey were banished. Better terms were extended to them to induce the Jews to
return for a period of 1000 or 1200 years the Jews were the middle class in Europe.
They wire protected by the kings and were an integral part of European economy. They
were t most educated not only in Torah and Talmud but in secular knowledge. They
were e perts in all the European languages as well as in Greek and Latin. They studied
and astered all the physical sciences- mathematics physics medicine as well as
philoso hy. The Jews were indispensable. When the Visgoths conquered Rome in 500
or 60 I ACE they relied on Jews to assist them in governing. The German French and
Italians all relied on Jews. When the European kings wanted to revive the Greek
heritage[in the 1400's and 1500's they consulted Jews in Venice and other Italian cities to
translate the Greek Roman Arabic classics and Hebrew Bible and philosophy. Many
of th early spiritual fathers of the Protestant movement as well as many Catholic
S holastic thinkers obtained their training of the Hebrew Bible Talmud and
Comm : taries and Jewish philosophy from the Jews. The renaissance was given a head
because of Jewish talent. Ifit was not for Jews there would not have been a
enalssance. See Jews G-d and History by Max I. Dimont page 218-220

e

I

However after the Crusades the serfs refused to go back to the farms and till the
soil. T ley were spoiled by the crusades. They learned the mercantile skills of the Jew.
They ook over the role and occupation of the Jew. The serfs became merchants and
traders. They became the middle man and traveled to the middle East and Far East.
Legislation was passed to take over all the posts that the Jews held. In time they if
they did not become wealthy they certainly became the middle class. They dispossessed
the Jew. Once the Serfs took over the role of the Jew, the Jew no longer was needed.
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Once he was dispensable the non Jews who still feared and hated him because he was
still petter off economically than the lower class and certainly more educated and
intelligent
began fabricating blood libels that Jews kidnaped a non Jewish child
I
crucified him or killed him and used his blood for the matzos on Passover. Likewise that
Jews ate desecrating the wafers used in the sacrament of communion. It was alleged
that thd wafers miraculously bled. Pogroms ensued and thousands of Jews were killed
and th~ir property confiscated and divided up among the rioters. When the child was
examined and it was discovered that he was alive or had died from natural causes and
had n~ver been crucified or his body was never violated the rioters claimed that a
miracl9.had occurred. They claimed that the Jews did kill him but he was resurrected.
They had a great precedent from the lessons taught at the church of the crucifixion of
J es~1s by the Jews. The popes issued many edicts called bulls prohibiting such
accusa ions, but to no avail. When the Jews were indispensable to the economy of the
country they were protected by the king. He hanged the ring leaders. However when the
serfs It. ecame the middle class and took many of the roles of the Jews, the king no
longet needed them and did not intervene. As a result many Jews were robbed and
killed. 'fhe other Jews even if they were not officially exiled by the king as happened in
Englan France and Germany Spain and Portugal from 1290-1500 immigrated on their
own to . olland Poland Russia South America and North America. The kings in Poland
and R ~sia needed the mercantile skills of the Jews. They were reluctant to establish a
middl !class from Poles or Russians because they did not trust them. They suspected
that th: middle class would soon challenge their authority and rebel against them and
usu their positions .. The Roman Catholic clergy in Poland on many occasions
fome ted the libel of Jews killing children to use their blood for Passover and host
desecra ion. The mobs would attack and kill thousands of Jews. The Polish kings who
needed~the mercantile skills and know how of the Jew protected the Jews. They would
hang or chop off the heads of the ring leaders. However they had to be strong and
confide t of their post as king. If the king was weak or insecure, he would hesitate to go
against the priests and there would be many more Jews buried in the cemetery. In the
German states when ever such false accusations would occur the Jews would move on to
an other German state. The same was true in Poland Jews would move on to other
countribs. Usually if the Jews moved it would create a great financial loss for the king.
The tJings would then beg he Jews to return offering them greater benefits. However
Poland and especially Russia have a history of violent Anti -Semitism inspired by the
Orthod~x Greek clergy . In many instances especially in the 1700's and 1800's and even
in the ~ 900's until the Russian revolution the Russian Czars or their wives under the
influence of the Anti Semitic clergy allied themselves with those people who instigated
the pokroms. This occurred a few instances in the 1800's with liberal reform minded
Russian Czars such as Czar Alexander, who set free 40 million serfs in Russia. The
same occurred with all his other relatives before him and successors to the Russian
I

!

I
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throne. eactionaries in Russia always succeeded to thwart any attempt to permanently
improv the status of Jews or serfs -the low class who were discriminated exploited and
abu ed in the 1800's. Not until the Russian revolution in 1917 did the situation
improv . An irony of fate occurred. The Jew the most despicable resident in Russia was
amon the vanguard of the Communist revolution. Lenin the first communist dictator
had a J wish mother or father. Trotsky a leader in the uprising and Beria- head of the
secret p [lice in 1920 were Jewish. Stalin had a Jewish wife. Benito Mussolini the Italian
dictator had a Jewish mistress until shortly before he was overthrown and shot. His new
non JewISh mistress was shot. Mussolini's son or daughter had Jewish lovers. Jews also

were inlthe vanguard of socialism the labor movement democracy and capitalism. See
The Jerish Contribution to Civilization by Cecil Roth and the Jewish Connection by
Hirsh Galdberg. Anti-Semites always were able to zero in and blame ALL Jews for the

fault -in ~eir eyes - of one or a few Jews who espoused the wrong ideology. When the

Renaissance blossomed Jews were blamed that Christianity took
the Old Testament
and thbrefore all Jews are to blame. Hitler changed the maternity of Jesus. Hitler
converted Jesus to be a Syrian born from a Syrian -not Jewish mother. Paul from the
New Testament was banished since Paul decreed that Jews are not to be killed. See G-d
Jews cbd History by Max I. Dimont. It was precisly because Jews contributed in all

fieldsl of social and physical science in Europe that precipitated the holocaust. See
Prophets without Honour by Frederick Grunfeld. Europe would never have reached the
levellofscientific achievement ifnot for the Jew. The more the Jew contributed to
improvd Europe and as result the Jew excelled and was rewarded , the greater the envy
jealousy and the mortal lies invented to destroy the Jew.

THERE EXISTS A CORRELATION OF THE JEWISH CONTRIBUTION
TO CIVILIZATION AND THE HOLOCAUST. THIS STUDY TAKES THE
CO
LATION FURTHER. IT DEMONSTRATES THAT THE BESTIALITY AND
ER OF THE JEW WAS MATCHED WITH A THOUSAND AND ONE
ER OF NON JEWS BY EUROPEANS. See the Anguish of the Jew by Father
Edward . Flannery and Faith and Fratricide- the Theological Roots of Anti-Semitism by
Rosemary Reuther.
I

In he 1800's the Czar ordered the kidnaping of Jewish children from age eight and
older. These children were called Cantonists. They were drafted into the Russian army
for 25 years. During this time they were subjected to beatings and torture and forced to
I

I
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convert 0 Russian Greek Orthodox Christianity.. Even with out war only half survived
and retu. ed after 25 years. Many converted their non Jewish wives and children back to
Judai ~. Many non Jews were influenced to adopt Judaism. There existed instances
where i· dividuals who themselves participated in looting and killing Jews had a change
of heart nd converted to Judaism. Some became unitarians or other sects that denied the
Trinity. Many imigrated to Canada the USA or Central and South America. Some
becam~ Jews and immigrated to Palestine and helped prepare the building of a Jewish
state. fThe Czar's government used to bum at the stake those non Jews who converted
to J ud~ism as well as any Jews whom they suspected influenced them to convert. See
Gentile Reactions to Jewish Ideas by Raisin pages 182-203.

T us public burning of Jews and non Jews were not only restricted to Spain and
Port~gal. In addition to burning Jews and non Jewish renegades and apostates the
Europeans burned the Talmud on numerous occasions In 1240 in Paris then in the
1300'S; again in the 1400's and the last time in 1757. They reasoned that if the Jews
were d~prived from the sources of Judaism they would convert. In Spain Portugal and
Italy J e~s were forced to attend church and listen to the sermons of priests bishops and
even th~.popes to convert and accept Christianity. Jewish scholars were forced to engage
in deb es with Christian priests and renegade Jews who adopted Christianity - in front
of the e. tire Jewish community and also in front of the kings and queens. If the Jewish
scholar festroyed his antagonist who was ignorant of Jewish law, the Jew would be
killed. If he lost there existed a chance that the community would convert. It took great
skill and diplomacy to maneuver the Christian side into a position that they could still be
awardetas winning but to demonstrate their ignorance. See Otzer Havekuchim Polemics
and Di putations by J. D. Eisentein. The Ramban was awarded a great monetary prize
by the ing of Argon Spain in the 1200's who sent him a note stating that never did he
wi ess Judaism -a false religion- defended with such elegance great skill and
schola ship. The Ramban who was a great physician philosopher and Jewish scholar
soon Ie Spain and settled in Israel. The Church took all these measures because forced
conversions were against ecclesiastic Church law.
I

I
I

J
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Russian government in the 1800's also interfered with the education of Jewish

student~.

They forced the authorities to teach subjects taught by teachers who were not
Jewish pr irreligious Jews called the Maskilim. In that way they hoped they would wean
Jews away from the study of the Talmud and away from Judaism. All these tactics and
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edicts failed.
I
I

In Western Europe especially in Germany led by Mendelsohn in the middle and late
1700's ~ecular education and philosophy was introduced. The Reform movement began
in
late 1700's and early 1800's . Their purpose was to make Judaism easier by
throwing out many of the rituals. In that way they hoped Jews would be accepted by the
Europeans. The Orthodox Jews under the influence of Shamson Rafael Hirsch in
Germany adopted Torah im Derech Eretz. They obtained a secular education in the
universi complemented with a great Torah education. The Seminary in Berlin produced
Orthodox Rabbis who had PHDs and Smicha - Rabbinical ordination.

thF

The Europeans also burned all translations of the Bible Old and New Testament that
were t anslated to the vernacular. Europeans were petrified lest people read the Bible
and int rpret the Bible differently from the official line that kept the people obedient to
the stat and church. See Gentile Reaction to Jewish Ideas by Raisin and Jews G-d and
History by Max I. Dimont.

Ie Russians refused to permit Jews to live in mother Russia. They were restricted
to th IPale that is Poland even when Russia occupied and annexed Poland. This in
effect as another ghetto. They were petrified that the non Jewish peasants would adopt
the Je ish attitude and philosophy of life of equality of all men and the dignity of all
. s. The Jews were granted semi autonomous status. They were a government
a government. Such was their status in most of the countries where they were
grante permission to live. They were not given the rights of citizens. When the French
granted fitizenship to Jews in 1799 , Napoleon assembled all the Jewish notables to form
a Sane?drin and requested to know if they would accept the supremacy of French Law.
The answer was positive. Then French Jews no longer had their autonomy in jurisdiction.
In the 1800's the Czar tried to remove the right of Jews to their own jurisprudence with
o~t granting them citizenship. The Jews managed to evade such edicts.
I

I

'
l
I

oth Poland and Russia kept their surfs ignorant and locked up in the large feudal
estates. With the Jews they were safe. No one would accept Jews as kings. The Poles
an Russians were right - in 1790 the French middle class rebelled. The French
Revolution was a product of the middle class and the renaissance. The Russians did not
have that problem. However the poor class revolted in 1648-1650 with the Cossacks
killing hundreds of thousands of Russians and 100,000 Jews. They revolted many times
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ag ·n in the 1800's and 1900's. In 1917 they again revolted in the Communist
revol'tion that over threw the Czar and established the Soviet Union. It lasted from
1917- '990. Now the Russian Federation and several other nations one of them is the
Ukrain ,have taken its place. Jews until the 1700's and 1800's were well treated. Some
pogrom . are recorded in the 1600's. Then pogroms and blood libels started to plague the
Jews. When the Czar was overthrown Judaism, as well
a ,other religions were outlawed. But Anti-Semitism was strictly forbidden.

S

ilarly Portugal and Spain in the 1500's passed legislation outlawing Moranos
who n~w had converted to Christianity to occupy top posts in the army or clergy or to
marry t~e nobility or wealthy families unless they had pure Christian blood for the last
five orlten generations. Hitler did the same in Germany in 1934. Once they no longer
were needed the Jews were expelled. This was especially true in medieval times in
Europer England France Germany Spain and Portugal between 1290 and 1500.. Jews
then went to those countries where they were needed- Poland Russia Holland and the
Muslim countries. Hitler when he did not need the Jews killed them.
It was the emperors and kings where Jews were extended the privilege of living who
prote~ted them from the mobs. Over six or seven million. Jews lived in the Roman
EmI?ire before the Second Temple was destroyed by Rome following the Jews'
rebellion in 70ACE. See Will Durant Caesar and Christ page545-555.The Romans
granted!the Jews all rights as citizens and freedom of religion even after the revolt. Yes,
they ,ere exiled from Israel but they enjoyed the protection of the law. The Christian
emperons followed these laws and extended protection to the Jew because the Jew was a
very vcUuable asset. . This was true until the Middle Ages. Then the non Jews replaced
what the Jew offered and the Jew no longer was needed. So he was thrown out for his
own protection from the blood thirsty mobs. When the Jew was needed and there existed
a strorlg ruler he would hang the ring leaders of the mob or else chop off their heads .
Then quiet was restored. The Jew was viewed as the devil himself capable of the most
heinous crimes. He was accused of kidnaping Christian children kill them and use their
bloo~ for the Matzos on Passover. The King of France in the 1200's convened a
conference from converted Jews to Christianity inquiring if there existed any truth to this
canard.!I They unanimously informed him that Jews are forbidden to consume any blood
even from animals and certainly from humans. He then hanged the ringleaders who
organiied pogroms and killed Jews on this fraudulent charge. The Jews from England
had been banished in 1290 on this canard plus the fact that some of them were charged
with counterfeiting coins which also was false.
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See Jews G-D and History by Max 1. Dimont page 229,230,23 0. When the need for the
Jew emerged the Jew was readmi tted. Thus they were expell ed from a feudal and
Catho li c England in 1290 but readmi tted to a Protestant capitalistic England in 1655.
They were expelled from a feudal Catholic France betw een 1400 and 1500 but
read mi tted in the seventeenth centUlY by a reform ed Cath oli c and mercantile France.
They were expell ed fro m the various Feudal German states in the fourteenth fi fteenth and
sixteenth century; but readmitted in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries by mostly
Protestant mercantile German states. These kings needed Jewi sh talent so they protected
the Jew. See Ibid page 235.
At times the canard was that Jews are defiling and destroying the holy wafers
used in the communi on sacrament. The lie was used that these wafers shed blood -in a
miracle after the Jews defil ed them. In those countri es that the kings did not intervene the
ent ire Jew ish populati on were killed and all their possessions were confi scated and
shared by the mob. Even the Pope one time intervened and issues a bull -a special edict
fo rbi dding makin g such false accusati ons. Wh en the black plague struck Europe in th e
M iddle Ages the Jews were accused of poisoning the wells. Hundreds of th ousands Jews
were slain while tens of milli ons of European s di ed from the plague. Instead of seeking
scientific causes and cures, th e Europeans re li ed on their prejudices and biases. See A
History of th e Jews by Solomon Grayzel chapter 4 pages 339-358 .

When the "superior" European beli eved that he no longer needed the Jew and
co uld exil e or kill him ; he in effect buried himself. Hitler lost the war because he
be li eved blindly in his " re li gion of the superi ority of the Aly an . " He ex il ed or killed all
Jewish scienti sts. These men helped th e Allies DEVE LOP T HE ATOM BOMB. Hitler
sneered at Jewish math phys ics and medicine. He threw out such men as Einstein and
Freud. E instein helped develop the atom bomb. Israe l wisely gathered all Jewish talent in
1 9 4 ~ wh en it declared its independence. Israel was in possession of the atom bomb
before 1967 . In 1973 Israel was prepared to use it against th e Arabs when they
surpri sed Israel in the Yom Kippur war.

T he J ew may be a fraction of the billions in the world but G-d gran ted them
wisdom to survive.
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Would the Church have wanted al l the Jews dead they could have given such
orders and there always ex isted milli ons of anti Semites who would have gladly executed
every ew ish man woman and child. Such an order was given by the church in 1100-1 200
AD to execute every man woman and child in the South of France to destroy a di ssident
communi ty- in order to quash a schi sm. Historians estimate that over I million
Frenclun en suspected of being Albigensians-the name given to thi s hereti cal sect- were
slain and all their property was confiscated. The highest estimate of Jewi sh casualties
ove~ the 200 years of the Crusades 1100-1300 was 100,000 Jews. See Jews G-d and
History by Max I. Dimont page 225 at bottom.
Yes laws were passed mak ing Jews I Olh class citizens- depri ving them of all their civil
rights depriving them from engag ing in commerce - to be merchants, or to be
craftsmen they were banned from joining the craft leagues.
This was done in order to eliminate all Jewish competition Jews were forcrd to engage
in lend ing of money charging usury .
Jews in certain peri ods of hi stOlY engaged in any field not prohibited to them For
many years they were the merchants who connected the countries in Asia with Europe
Jews spoke many languages and were able to be the middl eman in trad e between
countries in Asia and the Middle -East and Europe. Jew because of their co-religionists
had the connections with the merchants and businesses in the Moslem world They had
exce ll ent relations with Moslems and because of the Jews trade was facilitated
between Moslems and Christians.
In other periods of hi story this avenue of li veli hood was taken from the Jew. Then Jews
were forced to engage in lending of money charging usury .

J ews were confined to live only in ghettos . Jews were evicted from whole areas
of a countly as happened in Russia in the 1800s . In other countries Jews were thrown
out completely. This happened between 1300-1600 in England France and Germany.
Ho\· ever in many or most cases they were not killed . The murder of Jews was an
excephon but not the rule, All thi s was because of the prohibition enacted by Paul the
fo under of the Trinitarian creed , who himself was a born Jew. Yes pogroms of Jews
were repeated in too many countries; but the mobs were tamed by the church .
Such tacti cs would have forced other peop le to become completely demorali zed and
commit physical and certainly spiritual suicide. However the Jew ever loyal to hi s
commitment to Torah grew by light years spiri tua lly during all th ese travails. During the
period of 400AD to 1800 AD Jewi sh scholarship generated millions of commentaries
on the Ta lmud and responsa . The greatest advances in Jewi sh philosophy and medicine
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and science were contributed by Jews. Maimonides and Nachimides were both giants in
Torah cholarship philosophy as well as medicine. Their books in all three discipline are
available and read to this day.

r
l

some
or many instances church officials fomented the pogroms massacring
Jews. If 10% or 20%or 30% or 40% or 50% of Jews survived the Jewish people must
count our blessings. If it was not for the church there would be no survivors of Jews in
Christian
controlled countries. Anti-Semitism was so strong that the accepted thing was
I
to hate ews. The Church tamed the hate and prevented the mobs from murdering all
I
the Jews.

f

ol

the one hand the Church encouraged the hatred with its message that Jews were
to be in\a wretched state -10 th class citizens -for not acknowledging Jesus as the son of
G-d . fe Jews would serve as witnesses to the truth of Christianity. On the other hand
Paul .forbade the killing of the Jew ;otherwise the witness would be killed. St. Paul
inaugerated the first witness protection program.

This concept was a lightning beam of genius. It satisfied the anti Semites. It
vindica~ed Christianity and provided Christians with an other weapon against the other
compe~ng middle Eastern and Asian religions called the Eastern mysteries who also
emplt.~ed the concept that G-d has another son or sons and daughters that together
govern tlle universe. Now Christianity had the edge over them .None had a whole nation
-th~ dfsperate position of the Jews to display as proof that their reli~ion was the lr?th .
Slnce\Jesus was born from Jews, Jews could be blamed why they did not accept him.
Budhists could not implore Jews why they do not embrace Budah.
I

This concept was a streak of genius. It worked to save the lives of many Jews.

I
However, the Church is eternally guilty for not saving ALL the
I

Jews.
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The Church always had the power to save all the Jews. They chose not to do
so . In the days of judgement

before the ALMIGHTY

th e Church officials will plead that they genuinely practiced their belief in
Christianity. G-d will forgive them for everything; but

never

why they did not exercise their power to protect every Jew.

All this does not bring one Jew back.

The only solution is to have Jews retain power AND CONTROL OUR
OWN DESTINY in EI·etz Yisroel to protect OURSELVES.

St.

Paul explicitly ordered that no Jew is to be killed.
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he church always had the power to judge and punish its own priests and
officials. The Church did not hesitate to burn at the stake hundreds of thousands of
dissidents during the inquisition.

Why not try for murder anyone certainly any Church official who foments
pogroms and innocent Jews are killed !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

When the allies during the holocaust failed to save 6 million Jews th ey had a
perfect precedent -the Christian Church for 2000 years! !!!!!!!!!!!

YES , 6 MILLION Jews were murdered by the Nazis, but 12 million Jews
remained in the rest of the world!!!

Yes, we are thankful that at least 12 million remained, but over all --this
situation that Jews were open game to be killed that existed for 2000 years is not
acceptable.

Now in 2007 when the entire world witnessed a miracle- the rena issance of
the Jewish people in Eretz Yisroel- Israel it is a crime if any human and especially
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Jews rest even one minute to prevent the anti Semites to proceed with their deadly
lies to question the legitimacy and right of a Jewish Israel. Israel belongs to the
Jews because G-D Himself proclaimed so in the Bible. The United Nations ratified
part of the the Balfour Decla.·ation that the League of Nations accepted in 1920
and appointed Great Britain as the mandate power that Jews should be given
Israel. Great Britain using its imperial powers curved out over 80%of the
mandated portion of Palestine that was intended for a Jewish homeland and created
an \L\ rab country -Jordan. Great Britain in order to pacify the Arab resistance to
Jewish immigration limited Jewish immigration. This was done in order to
prevent one hundred million Arabs-in the Middle East from revolting against
Great Britain and prevent or at least hamper British imperial goals in the Middle
East, as well as, in Asia-India and Pakistan that contain 100 million Moslem. Plus
the fa ct that Saudi Arabia -an Arab country as well as Kuwait and Iraq contained
the la rgest reserves of oil that provides the fuel and life blood for Great Britain and
Europe. Great Britain looking out for its interests primarily shaped its policy
regarding the Jews and Palestine and favored the Arabs because doin g so favored
its national interests.

[n retrospect the looking back in 2007 the election on the part of Great Britain
in ca rv ing out the Eastern part of the mandate and create Trans Jorda n prved to
be a blessing in disguise. THE Jewish population in 1920 in Palestine was 30000
Or 400000 and had its hands full coping with the problems of developing a future
state of Israel. Would Great Britain not have created Trans Jord an and a
radical Arab Regeme would have arisen Israel today would have had
insurmountable problems. Thanks to the fact that Trans Jordan was crea ted Israel
today has a country that recognizes Irrael and is the most frienly to Israel today.
ISRAEL SINCE IT WAS CREATED HAD THE LEAST PROBLEMS WITH
TRANSJORDAN NOW KNOWN AS Jordan. This is true even though Jordan
attaoked the nascent State of Israel in 1948 grabbed Yehudah and Shorn ron and
the old City of Jerusalem and annexed it to itself calling itself Jordan Not until the
war in 1967 did Israel recove.· the territory ofyehudah and Shomron and the old
City of Je rusalem creating the unified Jerusalem -the 3000 year old capital of
Israel.
IT MUST BE RECOGNIZED THAT European antagonism to Israel stems not
f.·om anti Semitism , but rather from the fact that thae Europeans are more
intersted in their own national interests that are better served taking the side of the
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Arabs at the expense of the Jew and Israel.
T he first step in treating any problem is to have the proper diagnosis . Then a
solution can be proposed. I am not privy to all the facts and resources available to
Israel so I leave it up to the Israel to propose and experiment with sol utions that
will ena ble them to co-exist with the Palestinians and the rest of the Arab world
with the help of G-d.

F rom the Jewish perspective the British were seen as working hand in glove
with the Ara bs rewarded the Ara bs every time they killed Jews in pogroms like in
1929 in Hevron and in 1936 -1939 by limiting Jewish immigration an d then
stopping it all together. They prevented millions of Jews to escape the Nazis.
TH EY WE RE O N TH E SAME PAGE AS TH E Nazis. They share the blame for 6
million murdered J ews. The balance after the theft of G reat Britain the United
nations in 1947 wanted to divid e up between the Jews and the Palesti nians. The
Palestinians refused. Israel fought 6 wars.4 wars with the Arabs -Egy pt Jordan
and Syria and 2 wars with the terrorists. Israel won.

It is th e greatest crime now if all decent humans do not counter and defeat the
propagan da war waged by anti-semites to weaken the support of the USA for Israel
against the traditional anti Semites in Enrope and among the Ara bs.
Never mind that Rome was over run by the Barbarians in 500-600 AD
St. Augustus wrote a book titled the City of G-d to explain Rome's defeat at the hands
of the Barbari ans even th ough Rome and its citizens had accepted Christianity. Why then
were the Christians faced w ith th ~ sa me de feats and shame and disgrace as the Jews? The
Jews were defeated according to the gospel because they refused to accept Chri st. Why
then vere th e Chri sti ans in Rome defeated when they did accept Chri st? This situati on
was even more embarrass ing when th e Romans who were now Christi ans were defeated
in North Africa by the Mos lems and seized halfofS pa in BY 75 0 AD The Mos lems a lso
seized Palestine and Jerusa lem by 750 AD It was not until 1000 to 1300 AD that the
Chri sti ans ralli ed to wrest Pa lestine fro m tht Mu slims. At the end -afte r the murder of
milli ons of Christians Mus lims and Jews who were kill ed in France and Germ any by the
Crusaders were the Chri sti ans defeated. Turkey a Mos lem country he ld Palestine Syri a
Lebanon Sa udi Arabia and the entire Middl e East until Great Brita in and France
Chri stia n countri es de feated them in 19 17 -1 9 18 and establi shed their hegemony in that
area.
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